
TEAM REAL WORLD 

GUIDELINES ON MEETINGS, NOTES AND AGENDAS 

1. Start on time; everyone come ready to “get into it”; niceties, get started, commit to the agenda 

2. Fill up the agenda with a focused list of weighty matters of the business; adjust as you go 

3. When you get to “New Business”, people should have proposals ready to present and discuss.  

4. Assign someone as facilitator 

5. Assign someone as note-taker (taking notes and visible on projector or on a shared screen if 

remote).  

Guidelines on notes 

1. Notes go out to participants within 4 business hours after meeting; or by 10am next morning. 

2. Follow the guidelines on the templates and samples here. 

3. Each entry / topic only shows up only one time in the notes; don’t make anything repetitive. 

4. If the item…. 

a. Has an item assigned, this goes into “Items Assigned” 

b. Has a decision, but no assignment, it goes under “Items Decided” 

c. If it was not assigned nor decided, only discussed, it goes into “Items Discussed” 

5. Questions that should be asked before moving to the next topic: 

a. Does this item have an item assigned before we move on? 

b. Who was that assigned to? 

6. Unless specified otherwise, all items are checked next week to ensure follow through 

Guidelines on agendas 

1. First thing to do in every meeting is review the agenda and adjust it quickly to get started; don’t 

have meetings without agendas. 

2. Goes out to everyone at least 24 hours before the beginning of the meeting 

3. Should have all attached documents included to allow everyone to read and prepare 

4. Everyone should look at the items attached instead of waiting for the meeting to read 

5. Do not expect to be able to drive a decision on the same meeting that it was announced; 

exceptions are allowed…but we need at least 1 week’s review so everyone can properly contribute 

and give buy-in. 

6. Announce when items for the agenda are due so people can send their items 


